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Epistolary Gentility of Literary Women in the Mid-Nineteenth 
Century: Crises, Health, and Friendship in Ding Shanyi’s Letters

Danni Cai
Hangzhou Normal University 

Focusing on Correspondence from the Double-Cassia Studio (Shuanggui xuan 
chidu 雙桂軒尺牘), a collection of letters by a gentlewoman named Ding Shanyi 
丁善儀 (1799–after 1861), this paper examines how elite women in mid-nine-
teenth-century China applied epistolary conventions in their social life. Com-
pared to other literary collections of individual women in late imperial China, 
Ding’s letter collection is exceptional in recording the life of its author through 
the epistolary genre and in revealing the sociopolitical dynamics that underlay 
elite women’s epistolary gentility. Ding’s letters are indicative of the noticeable 
concerns shared by gentlewomen in mid-nineteenth-century China and provide 
specific contexts for understanding some of the epistolary techniques used by lit-
erary women to facilitate social networking. This paper uncovers Ding’s life and 
explores three major themes in her epistolary collection: her responses to crises, 
concerns about health, and cultivation of friendship. Ding’s letters show how elite 
women evinced sophistication and erudition in their epistolary composition, which 
was an important way for them to express themselves and demonstrate their mas-
tery of language and rhetorical tradition.

If it is convenient [for you to send] fish and wild geese, please be  
unstinting in sharing delightful messages. 鱗鴻有便，勿吝好音. 1

introduction: autobiography, textbook, and gentility
The longing for letters that were metaphorized as “fish” and “wild geese” is one of many 
epistolary formulae that once bore profound social implications for Chinese cultural elites. 2 
Correspondence from the Double-Cassia Studio (Shuanggui xuan chidu 雙桂軒尺牘, here-
after Shuanggui xuan), a letter collection by Ding Shanyi 丁善儀 (courtesy name Zhixian 
芝仙, 1799–after 1861), deserves special attention for revealing the sociopolitical dynamics 
that underlay elite women’s epistolary gentility in late imperial China. While other liter-
ary collections by women of this period typically consisted of poems, Shuanggui xuan is 
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S. Fong during my doctoral study at McGill University. Steven B. Miles raised stimulating questions that helped 
improve the strength of my argument. Lin Qi Feng, Mary Towers, and Marc Ducusin read the manuscript and 
provided thoroughgoing editorial suggestions. Christopher Byrne and Tristan G. Brown generously commented on 
an earlier draft. Last but not least, I thank the editor Antje Richter and three anonymous readers for their incisive 
comments. This research was funded by Chiang Ching-kuo Foundation for International Scholarly Exchange and 
Hangzhou Normal University (4065C50221204013).

1. Ding Shanyi 丁善儀, Shuanggui xuan chidu 雙桂軒尺牘 (hereafter SGXCD), facsimile edition reprinted in 
Qingdai guixiu ji congkan 清代閨秀集叢刊, ed. Xiao Yanan 肖亞男 (Beijing: Guojia tushuguan chubanshe, 2014), 
33: 219.

2. Letters were often associated with poetic tropes of fish, particularly carp, and birds, such as the swallow and 
the wild goose, in the hope of a swift and safe delivery. See Antje Richter, Letters and Epistolary Culture in Early 
Medieval China (Seattle: Univ. of Washington Press, 2013), 36.
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exceptional in recording the life of its author through the epistolary genre. 3 As a conduit for 
transmission of information, Ding’s letters recorded the day-to-day concerns regarding fam-
ily and political crises borne by a gentlewoman in the mid-nineteenth century. Heretofore no 
full-scale study of Ding’s life or letters has been conducted. 4 To fill this lacuna and, more 
importantly, to contextualize Ding’s refined formulae, this paper will examine the subjects 
and language of Ding’s letters. The comparatively large number of letters in Shuanggui xuan 
distinguishes it from other sources of women’s letters, be they epistolary anthologies or let-
ters in women’s personal collections, and thus can enhance our knowledge of women’s letter 
writing in mid-nineteenth-century China. 

There are two longstanding problems with studies primarily based on a small selection of 
letters by individual women from different periods in epistolary anthologies that were pub-
lished for commercial purposes. First, many anthologies appear to have selected women’s 
letters based on the presence of certain dramatic topics, such as longing, self-lament, or 
heroic virtue, and hence generated certain stereotypical impressions of women’s letter writ-
ing. This biased representation overlooks the diverse contents and emotional dimensions of 
women’s letters and reinforces gender bias in epistolary scholarship. 5 Second, these antholo-
gies included letters of dubious origins or those written by women whose historical identi-
ties remain unverified. However, the reliability of these anthologies as sources was rarely 
questioned. 6

While recent studies of literary women’s letters in late imperial China endeavor to demys-
tify the lives of particular individuals by researching an extended scope of corresponding 
themes and range of addressees, the lack of reliable archival sources continued to hinder a 
comprehensive understanding of the epistolary world of educated Chinese women of this 
period. 7 In her edited volume of women’s letters through the ages, Wang Xiuqin 王秀琴 
(1902–1934) included the preface of Ding’s letter collection, which Wang titled Shuanggui 
tang chidu 雙桂堂尺牘, and ten of Ding’s letters. 8 Wang’s selection offers a glimpse of 
Ding’s literary talent but reveals little historical background of Ding’s letter writing. The 

3. Hu Wenkai 胡文楷 and Zhang Hongsheng 張宏生, eds., Lidai funü zhuzuo kao 歷代婦女著作考 (Shanghai: 
Shanghai guji chubanshe, 2008), 214.

4. After this paper was resubmitted, a Chinese study of Ding’s letters under a different theoretical framework 
was published. See Hsien-min Chu 朱先敏, “Cainü munian: Ding Shanyi Shuanggui xuan chidu zhong de suihuan 
richang yu zhanqian shuwen” 才女暮年：丁善儀《雙桂軒尺牘》中的隨宦日常與戰前述聞, Jindai Zhongguo 
funüshi yanjiu 2020.36: 59–100. For my review essay and Chu’s response, see Danni Cai 蔡丹妮, “Shuanggui xuan 
chidu ruogan shishi kaoding: Yu Hsien-min Chu boshi shangque”《雙桂軒尺牘》若干史事考訂：與朱先敏博士
商榷, Jindai Zhongguo funüshi yanjiu 2021.37: 209–18; Hsien-min Chu, “Jingfu Danni Cai boshi Shuanggui xuan 
chidu shishi shangque” 敬覆蔡丹妮博士《雙桂軒尺牘》史實商榷, Jindai Zhongguo funüshi yanjiu 2021.37: 
219–23.

5. For an example of this problem, see Zhao Shugong 趙樹功, Zhongguo chidu wenxue shi 中國尺牘文學史 
(Shijiazhuang: Hebei renmin chubanshe, 1999), 53–61.

6. For an example of this problem, see Zou Zhenhuan 鄒振環, “Qingdai shuzha wenxian de fenlei yu shiliao 
jiazhi” 清代書劄文獻的分類與史料價值, Shilin 2006.5: 180.

7. See, e.g., Ellen Widmer, “The Epistolary World of Female Talent in Seventeenth-Century China,” Late Impe-
rial China 10.2 (1989): 1–43 and “Letters as Windows on Ming-Qing Women’s Literary Culture,” in A History 
of Chinese Letters and Epistolary Culture, ed. Antje Richter (Leiden: Brill, 2015), 748–53; Yu-Yin Cheng, “Let-
ters by Women of the Ming-Qing Period,” in Under Confucian Eyes: Writing on Gender in Chinese History, ed. 
Susan Mann and Yu-Yin Cheng (Berkeley: Univ. of California Press, 2001), 169–77; Dorothy Ko, “‘Letter to My 
Sons’ by Gu Ruopu (1592–ca. 1681),” in Under Confucian Eyes, 149–53; Tang Xinmei 唐新梅, “Neiwei de jiaolü: 
Cong Chen Ershi jiashu kan Jiaqing monian shizu jiazheng” 內闈的焦慮：從陳爾士家書看嘉慶末年士族家政, 
in Qingdai wenxue yanjiu jikan 清代文學研究集刊, ed. Cao Hong 曹虹 et al. (Beijing: Renmin wenxue chubanshe, 
2013), 6: 250–95.

8. Wang Xiuqin and Hu Wenkai, eds., Lidai mingyuan shujian 歷代名媛書簡 (Changsha: Shangwu yinshu-
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exact dates of Ding’s forty-seven letters are unknown, but Ding probably wrote most if not 
all of them between 1852 and 1853, given that she maintained communication with different 
correspondents about certain contemporary issues, including recent official transfers of her 
husband and ongoing social unrest. While Shuanggui xuan recorded the increasing sever-
ity of the Taiping Rebellion (1851–1864), it did not cover the most traumatic moments of 
Ding’s life, such as the deaths of family members due to the war. Nevertheless, Ding’s letters 
are noteworthy considering their autobiographical value. 9 Her firsthand accounts were filled 
with intricate details of the elites’ lives in unstable times and opened a rare window into 
some intriguing aspects of the social world of the elite women.

In addition, a rigorous analysis of Shuanggui xuan, which was published and circulated 
as a textbook in the early twentieth century, will contribute to understanding epistolary con-
ventions that were important in Ding’s time but have mostly disappeared from view. 10 First 
appearing in the Collectanea of the Shenbao Publishing House (Shenbaoguan congshu 申
報館叢書) in 1878, Shuanggui xuan was the only collection of women’s letters in the sub-
sequent collection (xuji 續集) of this collectanea and was reprinted, along with two other 
epistolary collections, in the series Collected Brocade of Letters (Chidu jijin 尺牘集錦). 11 
According to Rudolf G. Wagner, its publication was “courageous” since the art of letter writ-
ing was often associated with the “scholarly, literary, and official communication” of men 
and thus considered a male domain; nevertheless, there was no hint that Shuanggui xuan 
was for women only. 12 Chidu jijin was reprinted as Three New Compiled Letter Collections 
(Xinbian chidu sanzhong 新編尺牘三種) in 1882. 13 The success of Shenbaoguan congshu 
might have made Ding’s letter collection famous and contributed to its reprint in 1907 as a 
textbook, Advanced Epistolary Textbook for Women (Gaodeng nüzi chidu jiaoben 高等女子
尺牘教本), the only known epistolary textbook based on letters written by an actual woman 
in the late Qing. Epistolary textbooks for women emerged in growing numbers since 1907. 
However, they consisted mainly of fictive letters created for teaching purposes. 14 Shuanggui 
xuan illustrates the decorous correspondence in contemporary literary women’s everyday 
life and shares many epistolary formulae with Correspondence from Autumn-Water Studio 

guan, 1941), 29–30, 179–85, digitized in Grace S. Fong, ed., Ming Qing Women’s Writings (hereafter MQWW), 
http://digital.library.mcgill.ca/mingqing/ (accessed April 12, 2022).

9. In this sense, Ding’s letters share “a close kinship with the diary form” in terms of “their potential for proxim-
ity to the life-events they narrate”; Robert McGill, “The Life You Write May Be Your Own: Epistolary Autobiogra-
phy and the Reluctant Resurrection of Flannery O’Connor,” Southern Literary Journal 36.2 (2004): 38.

10. For a reference of the textbook version, see Zheng Yimei 鄭逸梅, Chidu conghua 尺牘叢話, reprinted in 
Zheng Yimei xuanji 鄭逸梅選集 (Harbin: Heilongjiang renmin chubanshe, 2001), 5: 756.

11. Zhongguo congshu zonglu 中國叢書綜錄, ed. Shanghai tushuguan 上海圖書館 (Shanghai: Shanghai guji 
chubanshe, 1986), 228.

12. Wagner, “Women in Shenbaoguan Publications, 1872–90,” in Different Worlds of Discourse: Transforma-
tions of Gender and Genre in Late Qing and Early Republican China, ed. Nanxiu Qian, Grace S. Fong, and Richard 
J. Smith (Leiden: Brill, 2008), 250.

13. The 1882 edition was circulated in Japan and Korea and incorporated into official as well as private collec-
tions. See, e.g., the catalogues of Tōyō Bunko 東洋文庫 (The Oriental Library) and Kyujanggak Institute (奎章閣 
奎章閣) for Korean Studies at Seoul National University.

14. Oi Man Cheng, “Model Missives: Epistolary Guidebooks for Women in Early Twentieth Century China” 
(MA thesis, Hong Kong Baptist Univ., Hong Kong, 2013). Cheng focuses primarily on fictive letters and their ideo-
logical functions, so she does not examine Ding’s life, collection, and its textbook version. According to Cheng, 
Ding was alive from 1821 to 1850, which is problematic because it does not agree with information given in refer-
ence works and Ding’s letters.

http://digital.library.mcgill.ca/mingqing
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(Qiushui xuan chidu 秋水軒尺牘), one of the most well-known epistolary collections in the 
late Qing and Republican periods that was reprinted as a textbook in great numbers. 15

Although the textbook version of Ding’s collection was likely motivated by personal con-
nections (to be discussed further below), letters written by women of elite families such as 
Ding proved to be fitting exemplars for educating female students. The succinct evaluation 
of Ding’s letters in the textbook was derived from two major works of literary criticism in 
ancient China with minor adjustments: Rhapsody on Literature (Wenfu 文賦) and The Liter-
ary Mind and the Carving of Dragons (Wenxin diaolong 文心雕龍). Ding’s letters were con-
sidered exemplary in promoting the Chinese language (guowen 國文) since they conformed 
to the age-old standards of exquisite writing. 16 Compared to other sample letters fabricated 
by later male or female editors for teaching purposes, Ding’s letters were regarded to be both 
authentic and sophisticated, thus serving as ideal pedagogic sources for women.

By focusing on Ding’s letters, this paper also explores the role of letters in sustaining rela-
tionships between literary women, an understudied area of women’s literary culture in late 
imperial China. Studies of the role of letters in forming and maintaining female friendships 
in Western societies demonstrate that women’s letters notably indicated varying intensities 
of individual relationships and served to maintain a distinct and emotive female network. 17 
Letters were also crucial to women’s social interactions in late imperial China. Examining 
the process of compiling and publishing women’s letters, Ellen Widmer argues that letters 
served as an effective way for talented women to support each other in literary or artistic 
creation, encouraged group publication projects, and were essential emotional sustenance 
for women experiencing difficult times. 18 She suggests that extant Chinese women’s let-
ters advance our knowledge of particular individuals and reflect women’s writing culture 
as a whole. 19 Despite their importance, letters remain a relatively underexplored genre of 
sources in illuminating women’s literary culture, which explores the function of writing as 
a distinctive self-presentation of women’s various roles in the normative power structure of 
the patriarchal family and lineage hierarchy. In particular, the existence of women’s literary 
communities suggests that educated women enjoyed the freedom of seeking companionship 
and intellectual fulfillment after they had attended to their wifely and motherly duties. 20

Further inquiry is needed on how women applied certain stylistic and rhetorical techniques 
in their letters to convey intimate and supportive sentiments and promote female homosocial-
ity. Shuanggui xuan is invaluable in facilitating this line of inquiry for two reasons. First, 
only four of its forty-seven letters were addressed to male relatives. A large portion of Ding’s 
letters was written to her geographically far-flung female friends. Apart from several letters 
conveying congratulations and consolations mainly for the sake of propriety, most of these 
letters served to maintain emotional bonds by sharing private thoughts and feelings. Second, 
although Ding’s letters were similar to those of other literary women in late imperial China 

15. For a brief introduction of Qiushui xuan chidu and the translation and interpretation of three of its letters, 
see Dániel Z. Kádár, Historical Chinese Letter Writing (London: Continuum, 2010), 131–60.

16. Gu Mingqi 顧鳴岐, “Xuyan” 序言, in Ding Shanyi, Gaodeng nüzi chidu jiaoben (Shanghai: Shanghai 
kexue shuju, 1907).

17. See, e.g., Carroll Smith-Rosenberg, “The Female World of Love and Ritual: Relations between Women 
in Nineteenth-Century America,” in A Heritage of Her Own: Toward a New Social History of American Women, 
ed. Nancy F. Cott and Elizabeth H. Pleck (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1979), 311–42; James Daybell, Women 
Letter-Writers in Tudor England (Oxford: Oxford Univ. Press, 2006).

18. Widmer, “Epistolary World of Female Talent.”
19. Widmer, “Letters as Windows on Ming-Qing Women’s Literary Culture,” 745.
20. Dorothy Ko, Teachers of the Inner Chambers: Women and Culture in Seventeenth-Century China (Stanford: 

Stanford Univ. Press, 1994).
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in encompassing a wide range of feelings, they were notable in their use of poetic allusions 
drawn from the corpus of Chinese epistolary culture to convey the writer’s sentiments. 21

The use of elevated sentimental expressions in Shuanggui xuan, however, complicates 
present-day interpretation of women’s letters as transparent autobiographical records and 
carriers of historical fact, given the potential for strategic use of intimate, affectionate, and 
passionate language in correspondence. 22 A common set of gestures and tropes for express-
ing affection was also seen in letters between friends and colleagues in mid-Tang China; their 
rhetorical patterns were adapted and transformed from medieval etiquette manuals while 
keeping the “literariness” of letters in mind. 23 Although present-day readers are cautioned 
against taking expressions of longing in letters at face value, it is still necessary to contex-
tualize expressions of emotions on specific occasions and to specific persons before one can 
draw a general conclusion. Ding’s letters reveal some major concerns of gentlewomen in the 
mid-nineteenth century and provide specific contexts for understanding some of the episto-
lary techniques used by literary women to facilitate social networking.

The remainder of this paper is devoted to tracing Ding’s life trajectory and interpreting 
her epistolary gentility through three major themes in Shuanggui xuan: crises, health, and 
friendship. Ding often addressed several topics in the same letters that are quoted in different 
sections of this paper, which explains the similar pattern of interaction in her letters regard-
ing different topics.

the life of a female writer in the late qing:  
lineage, marriage, and legacy

Ding Shanyi hailed from Wuxi 無錫, a county along the Grand Canal in Jiangsu located 
at the core of the Jiangnan region. Like most talented women from this region, she was 
raised in a prominent family that had produced accomplished officials and scholars. Both 
Ding’s great-grandfather Ding Heqi 丁鶴起 (1696–1766) and grandfather Ding Ting 丁亭 
(1718–1786) held the post of a prefect at the time of their death. Their efforts to improve 
public welfare, strengthen local defense, and settle lawsuits were documented in the gazet-
teer of Wuxi as well as the family’s genealogy. 24 In contrast, Ding’s father Ding Baozhou 
丁寶洲 (1763–1834), who died as an associate prefect, left fewer traces in local and familial 
records. Although the genealogy contains few details about his career, it records the loss of 
his two wives and the first of his two biological sons, Ding Quan 丁權 (1783–1801). Perhaps 
concerned about patrilineal succession, Ding Baozhou adopted the fifth son of his cousin, 
Ding Fangzhou 丁芳洲 (1752–1813), as his third son. His third wife, née Pan 潘, gave birth 
to Ding Shanyi, his only daughter. While the loss of family members happened before Ding 

21. A similar pattern of applying certain strategies can be seen in letters by sworn sisters in Jiangyong, known 
as nüshu 女書. Their letters conceive the sworn sisterhood as an exclusive couple through repeated use of pair meta-
phors as well as implicit and explicit analogies to marriage. See, e.g., Cathy Silber, “From Daughter to Daughter-
in-Law in the Women’s Script of Southern Hunan,” in Engendering China: Women, Culture, and the State, ed. 
Christina K. Gilmartin et al. (Cambridge, MA: Harvard Univ. Press, 1994), 47–68; Fei-wen Liu, Gendered Words: 
Sentiments and Expression in Changing Rural China (New York: Oxford Univ. Press, 2015).

22. On the use of strategic language in women’s letters, see Daybell, Women Letter-Writers in Tudor England, 
25.

23. Anna M. Shields, “The Inscription of Emotion in Mid-Tang Collegial Letters,” in History of Chinese Let-
ters, ed. Richter, 704.

24. For portraits, tomb inscriptions, and biographies of Ding Heqi and Ding Ting, see Wuxi Nantang Dingshi 
zhenpu 無錫南塘丁氏真譜 (hereafter DSZP), vol. 2, in Qingdai Minguo mingren jiapu xuankan xubian 清代民國
名人家譜選刊續編, ed. Guojia tushuguan difangzhi jiapu wenxian zhongxin 國家圖書館地方志家譜文獻中心 
(Beijing: Yanshan chubanshe, 2006), 48: 275–76, 279–80, 415–22, 547–49.
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was old enough to appreciate its impact on her family, she might have perceived the lingering 
sorrow it inflicted during her childhood. 25

Although Ding Shanyi was born and raised at a time when her family’s fortune was declin-
ing, she enjoyed the privilege of learning about literature and art, as was common among 
women of the upper classes in the Jiangnan area. 26 Our sources reveal nothing about Ding’s 
interaction with her half-brothers but suggest she was close to her second cousin, Ding Yanhe 
丁彥和 (1793–1860), who served as private secretary of Lin Zexu 林則徐 (1785–1850), a 
scholar-official best known for his role in the First Opium War (1839–1842). 27 Their close 
connection might have been the result of shared literary interests. Ding Yanhe spoke highly 
of his cousin’s literary and artistic talents and wrote a poem endorsing her calligraphic work 
copying the Spiritual Flight Sutra (Lingfei jing 靈飛經), which circulated in literati circles 
during her lifetime. 28 He also provided residence for two years to her daughter, Dixiang 棣香 
(dates unknown), and two granddaughters, for which she wrote him a letter of appreciation 
on behalf of Dixiang. 29 Unfortunately, Ding Yanhe and his family were killed when Taiping 

25. Ding later expressed the sorrow of losing her elder brother in a poem written on the portrait of Ma Shimeng 
馬師孟 (1781–1801), a poet from Wuxi. See DSZP, 2: 194.

26. Ding began writing poetry under the guidance of Yang Yun 楊芸 (1774–1830), a local female poet. On 
Yang, see Sun Keqiang 孫克強 et al., eds. Qingren cihua 清人詞話 (Tianjin: Nankai daxue chubanshe, 2012), 2: 
1127.

27. DSZP, 2: 552.
28. See, e.g., Shen Shanbao 沈善寶, Mingyuan shihua xuji 名媛詩話續集 (Hongxue lou, 1879), in MQWW, 

3.5b; Yang Meigao 楊渼皋, Rongfeng lou shicun 榕風樓詩存 (hereafter RFLSC), 1884, in MQWW, 2.17b–18a; 
Zhang Shengxiu 張聲琇, Guxiang shi gao 古香室稿 (manuscript, date unknown), in MQWW, 2.18b; DSZP, 2: 127; 
Zou Tao 鄒濤, ed., Zhao Zhiqian nianpu 趙之謙年譜 (Beijing: Rongbao zhai chubanshe, 2003), 307.

29. Ding, SGXCD, 287–89. This is her only letter preserved in the family genealogy. See DSZP, 2: 193.

Ding Heqi

Ding Ting

Ding Baozhou

Ding Shanyi

Ding Fangzhou

Ding YanheMa Shimeng

Née Pan

Ding Quan

Ding Shaoyi

Yang Bing

DixiangQin Xu

Ding Fubao

Only names mentioned in this paper are listed.

Marriage Adoption

Fig. 1. Selective Ding family tree; only names mentioned in this paper are listed
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rebels occupied Wuxi in 1860. This violent rebellion inflicted heavy casualties in the Jiang-
nan region and resulted in another period of grief in Ding Shanyi’s life. 30

The most devastating loss Ding Shanyi experienced was probably the death of her hus-
band, Yang Bing 楊炳 (courtesy name Zixuan 子萱/宣, ca. 1796–1861), a local official who 
was well connected with many scholar-officials through the exchange of poetry. 31 These 
connections can be traced in his poetry collection, Preserved Drafts from the Treasure-Taste 
Studio (Xiwei zhai cungao 惜味齋存稿, 1851) as well as in works by his contemporaries. 
Originally from Xincheng 新城 (present-day Lichuan 黎川), Jiangxi, Yang lost his father 
at the age of three and went to the capital city with his mother at age nine to live with his 
two maternal uncles, who were established scholar-officials. 32 Under their supervision and 
support, Yang developed close relationships with his cousins, including Chen Fu’en 陳孚恩 
(1802–1866), who later served as the Minister of Justice (1849–1850). The fraternal bond 
between Yang and his cousins continued into adulthood and probably led to corresponding 
relationships among their wives. 33 Despite his educational background, Yang was unsuccess-
ful in the imperial examinations, which bothered him for life. His first marriage (1814–1819) 
ended with the premature death of his wife, née Wang. Ding’s father arranged for Yang to 
marry into the Ding family around 1822. 34 Afterwards, Yang frequently corresponded with 
née Wang’s younger brother, with whom Ding also corresponded and was familiar. 35 In 
Yang’s poems, Ding was portrayed as an ideal companion, 36 who lived up to the typical 
“talent-virtue-beauty formula” celebrated by literati from the seventeenth century onward. 37

Ding Shanyi traveled with Yang during his official tours of duty, which enabled her to 
strike up friendships with other gentlewomen who were accompanying their husbands to the 
same regions. They maintained correspondence after they were separated following their 
husbands’ reappointments. During Yang’s tour as a magistrate in Yunnan (1835–1840), Ding 
got to know Zhang Shengxiu 張聲琇 (ca. 1795–after 1859), a Hunan native who was there 
with her husband. 38 When Yang was promoted with an appointment in Zhejiang around 1844 
and traveled there in advance, the senior Zhang wrote ten poems to Ding, 39 expressing her 

30. Lin Meiyi 林玫儀, “Yu Yiao yu Yang Fangcan, Gu Han, Ding Shaoyi zhujia qinzu guanxi kao” 余一鼇與
楊芳燦、顧翰、丁紹儀諸家親族關係考, Zhongguo wenzhe yanjiu jikan 38 (2011): 95–170.

31. Yang’s birth year was inferred from his poetry collection, which provides valuable firsthand accounts of his 
life from around age twelve. For Yang’s death year, see Chen Qiong 陳璚 et al., eds., Minguo Hangzhou fu zhi 民
國杭州府志 (Shanghai: Shanghai shudian, 1993), 81.

32. For the dates and offices of Yang’s two maternal uncles, Chen Xizu 陳希祖 (1765–1820) and Chen 
Xizeng 陳希曾 (1766–1816/7), see Renming quanwei ziliaoku 人名權威資料庫, ed. Institute of History  
and Philology, Academia Sinica (hereafter RMQWZLK), https://newarchive.ihp.sinica.edu.tw/sncaccgi/
sncacFtp?@@0.43719028813850647, and China Government Employee Database-Qing (hereafter CGED-Q), ed. 
Lee-Campbell Research Group, http://vis.cse.ust.hk/searchjsl/ (both accessed April 12, 2022).

33. Two letters in Ding’s collection were addressed to the Minister of Justice’s wife, Mrs. Chen, see Ding, 
SGXCD, 217–21.

34. Yang Bing, Xiwei zhai cungao (hereafter XWZCG), reprinted in Qingdai shiwenji huibian 清代詩文集彙
編 (Shanghai: Shanghai guji chubanshe, 2010), 572: 431. Yang shared his poems in memory of his deceased wife 
with Ding. See XWZCG, 446.

35. For Ding’s letter to Wang, see SGXCD, 215–17.
36. Yang described Ding as possessing a flower-like countenance and capable of managing household chores. 

He also addressed her fine education that enabled her to understand his literary creations and emotional attachment. 
See XWZCG, 460, 461, 482, 488, 502, 543, 546.

37. Ko, Teachers of the Inner Chambers, 160.
38. For the presumptive dates of Zhang, see Zhang, Guxiang shi gao, 1.33b, 2.1a, 2.11b, 2.12a, 2.38a.
39. Zhang, Guxiang shi gao, 2.18a–19a.

https://newarchive.ihp.sinica.edu.tw/sncaccgi/sncacFtp?@@0.43719028813850647
https://newarchive.ihp.sinica.edu.tw/sncaccgi/sncacFtp?@@0.43719028813850647
http://vis.cse.ust.hk/searchjsl/
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affections toward Ding and wishing her a good journey prior to her reunification with Yang. 40 
According to the local gazetteer, Yang was competent in discharging his official duties in 
Zhejiang, 41 which allowed him to compose and exchange poems with literati in his spare 
time. While serving as magistrate of Yongjia 永嘉 (1846–1848), the seat of Wenzhou 溫州 
prefecture, Yang became acquainted with the renowned scholar-official Liang Zhangju 梁章
鉅 (1775–1849). 42 Liang was impressed by Ding’s poetic talent and recorded the close rela-
tion between the Liang and Yang families when he lived in Yongjia with his third son, Liang 
Gongchen 梁恭辰 (1814–1887), then prefect of Wenzhou (1847–ca. 1850). 43 The connec-
tion between the Yang and Liang families will be further examined below through the literary 
exchange between Ding Shanyi and Liang Gongchen’s wife, Yang Meigao 楊渼皋 (courtesy 
name Wanhui 婉蕙, d. ca. 1884). Through their husbands’ connection, Ding and Yang met 
Mrs. Qing (dates unknown), wife of the Manchu official Qing Lian 慶廉 (dates unknown). 44 
When Ding accompanied her husband to Jiaxing 嘉興 around 1850, she came to know Fang 
Jiaolin 方鮫鄰/蛟隣 (dates unknown), wife of Hangzhou prefect Yu Shili 余士瑮 (dates 
unknown). 45 Ding’s six letters to Mrs. Qing and one letter to Fang were preserved in Shuang-
gui xuan and will be discussed later. Through Fang, Ding befriended Shen Shanbao 沈善寶 
(1808–1862) in the spring of 1851, at which time they began exchanging poems. 46 A loose 
literary network was formed among these ladies, with whom Ding continued to exchange 
letters after relocating to Xiushui 秀水, another county under the administration of Jiaxing 
prefecture, following her husband’s new appointment in 1852. The letters in Shuanggui xuan 
were written during this crucial life juncture when both her family and the Qing government 
were forced to confront overwhelming challenges posed by the Taiping Rebellion.

When the Taiping rebels conquered Hangzhou in 1861, Ding’s husband Yang Bing, an 
associate prefect at that time, was killed alongside one of his concubines in the provincial 
seat, a martyrdom with political and moral implications. 47 Ding survived by taking refuge in 
Fujian, where her son-in-law Qin Xu 秦煦 (dates unknown) was serving as a magistrate. 48 
The rebellion resulted in many deaths in Ding’s family and in the loss of her poetry collec-
tion. 49 That a few of Ding Shanyi’s poems were preserved was mainly due to the efforts of 

40. During Yang’s three-year mourning leave in Jiangxi, Ding took care of the family in Yunnan. See Yang, 
XWZCG, 518. The conclusion of an official’s mourning leave was often followed by a new post in another province. 
See John R. Watt, The District Magistrate in Late Imperial China (New York: Columbia Univ. Press, 1972), 21–22.

41. Chen, Hangzhou fu zhi, 81.
42. For Liang’s office and works, see Arthur W. Hummel, ed., “Liang Chang-chü,” in Eminent Chinese of the 

Ch’ing Period (1644–1912) (1943; repr. Folkestone: Global Oriental, 2010), 1: 499–500.
43. Liang Zhangju, Minchuan guixiu shihua 閩川閨秀詩話 (1875), in MQWW, 3.19a.
44. Qing Lian served as the intendant of the general surveillance circuit (fenxun dao 分巡道) of Wenzhou and 

Chuzhou 處州 (1843–1853). For Qing’s offices (1843–1861), see RMQWZLK.
45. Shen, Mingyuan shihua xuji, 3.5a. For Yu’s offices (1839–1852), see CGED-Q.
46. Shen, Mingyuan shihua xuji, 3.5a–6a.
47. On the official remembrance of honorable deaths, see Tobie S. Meyer-Fong, What Remains: Coming to 

Terms with Civil War in 19th Century China (Stanford: Stanford Univ. Press, 2013), 3.
48. Ding continued to take care of their family after Yang’s death and put their sons under the tutelage of Zhao 

Zhiqian (1829–1884), a Shaoxing native who was also sheltering in Fujian. Zou, Zhao Zhiqian nianpu, 307.
49. Although Ding’s poetry collection, Poetry Collection from the Double-Purity Chamber (Shuangqing ge/

shi shiji 雙清閣/室詩集), did not survive, several of her poems were recorded in her contemporaries’ works. See, 
e.g., Ding Shaoyi 丁紹儀, Tingqiusheng guan cihua 聽秋聲館詞話, repr. Xuxiu Siku quanshu 續修四庫全書, ed. 
Gu Tinglong 顧廷龍 (Shanghai: Shanghai guji chubanshe, 1995), 1734: 136; Liang Zhangju, Langji xutan 浪跡續
談 (Shanghai: Shanghai guji chubanshe, 1995), 3: 308; Hou Xueyu 侯學愈, ed., Xu Liangxi shichao 續梁溪詩鈔 
(Huanduzhai, Xicheng gongsi, 1920), 21.18a; Xu Naichang 徐乃昌, ed., Guixiu cichao 閨秀詞鈔, (Xiaotanluanshi, 
1909), in MQWW 12.8b–9b.
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Ding Shaoyi 丁紹儀 (1815–1884), one of the survivors who witnessed the disastrous losses 
in the Ding family during the devastating civil war. 50 Although he was from a distant branch 
of the Ding family and was one generation younger than Ding Yanhe and Ding Shanyi, he 
seemed particularly close to them. Since his youth he had studied under the guidance of 
Ding Yanhe, and he paid a visit to Ding Shanyi in Jiaxing when she moved there with her 
husband. When Ding Shaoyi first published his work of poetry remarks in 1869, Ding Shanyi 
was probably still alive.

It is not clear how Ding Shanyi’s letters were collected and finally put into print in 1878, 
but adapting the publication as a textbook in 1907 was possibly due to the efforts of the Ding 
family, especially that of Ding Fubao 丁福保 (1874–1952). 51 He was from a distant branch 
and three generations younger. As a medical doctor and noted scholar known for his involve-
ment in publishing on medical, Buddhist, and numismatic subjects, Ding Fubao was also one 
of the major contributors to the family genealogy in 1894 and 1924, and he wrote the entry 
on Ding Shanyi in 1896. 52 It may have been he who provided the materials on Ding Shanyi 
to his disciple Gu Mingsheng 顧鳴盛 (dates unknown). As the author of many popular texts 
for the masses, Gu created fictive samples in his Primary Epistolary Textbook for Women 
(Chudeng nüzi chidu jiaoben 初等女子尺牘教本) and Intermediate Epistolary Textbook for 
Women (Zhongdeng nüzi chidu jiaoben 中等女子尺牘教本). It is unclear whether Gu Ming -
sheng played a role in Ding Shanyi’s Advanced Epistolary Textbook for Women, which was 
published with the above two textbooks by the same publisher. However, the fact that a Gu 
Mingqi 顧鳴岐 (dates unknown) wrote its preface suggests a certain connection. Although 
Gu Mingsheng and Gu Mingqi were both Wuxi natives and edited several textbooks, unfor-
tunately for us, their relationship remains unknown. 53

letters reporting on crises: financial difficulties and social unrest
The Taiping Rebellion was central to uncovering the lives of many little-known indi-

viduals in the nineteenth century. 54 Records of the rebellion left by these individuals vary 
because they experienced this calamity at different stages of their lives. As the situation 
deteriorated, Ding commented on the war at its early stage in several letters in Shuanggui 
xuan, which captured her growing anxiety. When the family moved to Xiushui, Zhejiang, 
Ding was already aware of the incipient rebellion, but she concentrated on the household fol-
lowing Yang’s new appointment. For example, in a letter to a younger female friend, Ding 
complained about mundane household tasks that exhausted her energy and prevented her 
from meeting friends, while only briefly reporting: “Changsha 長沙 [in Hunan] is surrounded 
[by the Taiping armies], and I heard their forceful attacks have been foiled many times. The 
region of Yuzhang [present-day Nanchang, Jiangxi] is heavily fortified, so there is no cause 

50. Lin, “Yu Yiao yu Yang Fangcan.”
51. On Ding Fubao, see Gregory A. Scott, “Navigating the Sea of Scriptures: The Buddhist Studies Collectanea, 

1918–1923,” in Religious Publishing and Print Culture in Modern China: 1800–2012, ed. Philip Clart and Gregory 
Adam Scott (Boston: De Gruyter, 2015), 86–125.

52. DSZP, 2: 14–15, 195.
53. For the textbooks edited by Gu Mingsheng and Gu Mingqi, see Wang Youpeng 王有朋, ed., Zhongguo 

jindai zhongxiaoxue jiaokeshu zongmu 中國近代中小學教科書總目 (Shanghai: Shanghai cishu chubanshe, 2010), 
13, 67, 850, 852, 856, 857, 858.

54. See, e.g., Xiaofei Tian, “Translator’s Introduction,” in Zhang Daye, The World of a Tiny Insect: A Memoir 
of the Taiping Rebellion and Its Aftermath, tr. Xiaofei Tian (Seattle: Univ. of Washington Press, 2014), 3–33; Huan 
Jin, “Stitching Words to Suture Wounds: A Manuscript Diary from the Taiping–Qing Civil War (1851–64),” Late 
Imperial China 40.2 (2019): 141–82.
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for worry (wuyu 無虞, emphasis mine).” 55 While Ding was concerned in another letter that 
“the rebellious chaos in Hunan has not been pacified” 楚氛未靖, the rebellion had no direct 
bearing on her life yet. 56 These letters were likely written in early or mid-1852 since, by the 
winter of that year, Taiping rebels moved eastward along the Yangzi River from Changsha, 
reaching Jiujiang, Jiangxi. The lower Yangzi cities in Jiangsu, including Nanjing, soon fell in 
1853, while the rebellion faced strong resistance in Hangzhou and elsewhere in Zhejiang. 57

Financial Difficulties
Although the rebels posed a real but invisible threat, Ding’s constant mention of Yang’s 

“unremunerative post” in her letters suggests that she was more concerned about the various 
difficulties caused by Yang Bing’s new appointment. 58 As Yang Bing’s successor wife, Ding 
was the matriarch of a big family and was responsible for taking care of Yang’s three con-
cubines and their children. Ding was unhappy about Yang’s transfer because the family was 
in precarious financial straits, as she complained: “My husband has recently been appointed 
as the magistrate of Xiushui, which has long been known as a burdensome region (leiqu 累
區). The impoverished situation here, which I hope you can understand, has caused me great 
anxiety and keeps me awake at night.” 59 In another letter, Ding related a burning issue: 
“Central Zhejiang similarly suffers from the relentless sun. While it occasionally rains, the 
harvest already appears deficient. Therefore, both the office and household are experiencing 
financial difficulties (jiejue 竭蹶), which causes me unspeakable anxiety.” 60

Notably, in some cases Ding probably used the trying situation in Xiushui to explain her 
inability to accede to others’ requests, as seen in her reply to a senior lady who inquired 
about job vacancies, presumably on behalf of a male relative, in Yang’s office:

My husband’s transfer to administer Xiushui, which is well known for its impoverishment, has 
led to a constant shortage of funds. Our current bureau is entirely staffed by colleagues we have 
retained from [Yang’s tenure in] Jiaxing and even so we can feel that we are overstaffed. As for 
your entreaty, since there are currently no vacancies in the bureau, I can only keep looking out 
for you. Although I will spare no efforts in making a recommendation for you, I am not sure if 
I can fulfill your request.
外子調署秀水，著名疲瘠，支絀時形。賓館各席，均是嘉興舊友，已覺事簡人浮。承囑
一節，本署既無虛席，祗可隨時留意，竭力推轂，亦未知能否報命。 61

This letter suggests that Ding, as the principal wife of a local official, was actively engaged 
beyond the household in the administration of her husband’s bureau. As I will argue, letters 

55. Ding, SGXCD, 233.
56. Ding, SGXCD, 246.
57. Susan Mann, The Talented Women of the Zhang Family (Berkeley: Univ. of California Press, 2007), 195, 

207. For more detailed information regarding the Taiping armies’ activities in Hunan and Jiangxi in 1852, see Guo 
Tingyi 郭廷以, Taiping tianguo shishi rishi 太平天國史事日誌 (Shanghai: Shanghai shudian, 1986), 182–99.

58. Relevant terms she used include piji 疲瘠, pibi 疲弊, and pifa 疲乏, which I translate as “impoverishment” 
or “impoverished.” The shared component of these terms, pi (lit., “fatiguing” or “wearisome”), referred to the dif-
ficulty of collecting taxes and was one out of four elements of the “post designations,” a “less straightforward (and 
more informative)” system of rating the importance of a post. See G. William Skinner, “Cities and the Hierarchy of 
Local Systems,” in The City in Late Imperial China, ed. G. William Skinner (Stanford: Stanford Univ. Press, 1995), 
314–17. Noticeably, Xiushui (under the administration of Jiaxing prefecture) was not designated as pi, but it was 
designated as the other three elements (lit., “troublesome,” “thoroughfare,” and “difficult”). Nevertheless, Jiaxing 
prefecture was designated as all four elements and thus was considered very important in the general rating.

59. Ding, SGXCD, 225.
60. Ding, SGXCD, 219.
61. Ding, SGXCD, 240.
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sent with gifts and poems among elite wives crossed the fluid boundaries between the public 
and the private, the political and the domestic. In the above case, the idiom for “recommen-
dation” (tuigu 推轂), literally, pushing the hub of a wheel forward, often appeared in job-
seeking letters written by contemporary administrative assistants, either for themselves or on 
behalf of others. 62 These paid assistants of local officials were expected to be well versed in 
epistolary skills and handle official correspondence on their superiors’ behalf. 63

An experienced letter writer and a devoted wife, Ding assisted her husband by correspond-
ing with female letter-writers—sometimes even in his name. This was particularly notice-
able in Ding’s letters to the aforementioned Mrs. Qing, the wife of Qing Lian, the Manchu 
Intendant of General Surveillance Circuit of Wenzhou and Chuzhou (1843–1853). Qing Lian 
began serving concurrently as the surveillance commissioner (ancha shi 按察使) of Zhejiang 
since 1851, which Ding learned from gazettes and sent congratulatory letters to Mrs. Qing. 64 
In her letter soliciting advice on handling the intractable issue of fundraising (quanjuan 勸
捐) in “impoverished” Xiushui, 65 Ding referred to herself as “your student” 門生. 66 This 
set of letters by Ding and others of a similar ilk underscore the crucial role of elite wives in 
assisting their husbands’ careers by exchanging official experience in a less formal and more 
private context. Ding referred to Qing Lian as “his excellency the grand master” 師大人 and 
congratulated him on his “meritorious services” 膚功 in her letters to Mrs. Qing, who was 
honored among elite wives as the “wife of his excellency the grand master” 師母大人. 67 
These examples indicate that Ding’s complaints of “impoverishment” not only reflected the 
“unremunerative” situation of Yang’s current post as compared to his previous assignment, 
but also gave Ding a reason to correspond with wives of Yang’s seniors, who were important 
in the “sponsorship system” of local officials. 68 Nevertheless, Ding’s rhetorical effort should 
not be simply interpreted as tactful ways to further her husband’s career. As I will argue, the 
political alliance was more likely fostered by the friendship of literary women.

Social Unrest
Ding’s wariness of the Taiping war increased when Yang Bing headed to the provincial 

seat, Hangzhou, to wait for a new assignment after completing his brief tenure in Xiushui. 
Leaving the “impoverished” region might accord with the family’s wishes, and Ding was 
able to live in the neighborhood of other gentlewomen, including the wife of Shen Tao 沈
濤 (?–1861), a superior official. 69 However, the escalation of the war and the consequent 

62. See, e.g., Xu Jiacun 許葭村 and Song Jingru 宋晶如, Guangzhu yuyi Qiushui xuan chidu 廣註語譯秋水
軒尺牘 (Shanghai: Shijie shuju, 1936), 36; Dániel Z. Kádár, Model Letters in Late Imperial China: 60 Selected 
Epistles from ‘Letters from Snow Swan Retreat’ (München: Lincom Europa, 2009), 112.

63. See, e.g., Kádár, Historical Chinese Letter Writing, 131–89.
64. Qing Lian was later appointed as the administration commissioner (buzheng shi 布政使) of Zhejiang in 

1857, see RMQWZLK. Yang Bing’s promotion as the officer of Yuhuan 玉環, an independent subprefecture close to 
Wenzhou, was probably recommended by Qing Lian.

65. The context of this letter is unclear, but it was probably to relieve the local shortage of grain. My speculation 
is based on another letter by Ding to Mrs. Qing, which suggests that the situation was still intractable despite efforts 
to “open the granary” 啓倉. See Ding, SGXCD, 252.

66. Ding, SGXCD, 254–55. While mensheng is translated as “student” here to convey its literal sense, it could 
be used more broadly in imperial China as a deferential term used by men of lesser rank to refer to themselves in 
their communications with senior officials to cultivate relationships and solicit recommendations. See, e.g., Rafe de 
Crespigny, Fire over Luoyang: A History of the Later Han Dynasty, 23–220 AD (Leiden: Brill, 2017), 326.

67. Ding, SGXCD, 248–59.
68. Watt, District Magistrate, 108.
69. Ding, SGXCD, 266. Shen assumed different duties as the prefect and the circuit intendant, see RMQWZLK.
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widespread anxiety forced Ding and the family to seek shelter elsewhere. Cognizant of the 
unstable political situation in Hangzhou and the uncertainty of her husband’s next assign-
ment, Ding led the women and children of her family across the Qiantang 錢塘 River in 
early 1853, the year when Jiangsu and Anhui, two neighboring provinces of Zhejiang, were 
taken by Taiping armies: “Warning messages were frequently issued from Zhenjiang 鎮
江 [in Jiangsu] and Ningguo 寜國 [in Anhui], so I decided to cross the river and travel 
eastward.” 70 During their transit in Hangzhou, their eleventh child caught a cough. Ding 
had to find a doctor nearby, and the group stayed there for around eight days before moving 
eastward. 71 They later lodged in the countryside of Zhuji 諸暨, which was near the Qiantang 
River and also enjoyed easy overland travel. The convenient transportation was crucial in a 
time that witnessed a massive migration from cities to the countryside or from rural areas to 
more cloistered zones for safety. 72 Zhuji was considered a suitable temporary refuge since 
it was “marginalized both economically and culturally” in Zhejiang; however, Zhuji suf-
fered a terrible drought in May and a disastrous flood in June of 1853. 73 Ding described the 
drought in a letter as having “made the lives of ordinary people very difficult.” 74 Ding found 
the Zhuji locals simple and unassuming but life there “depressing, boring” 抑鬱無聊 and 
“isolating” 僻. 75

To make matters worse, Ding had to respond to unexpected requests for help triggered by 
social unrest. For example, in her reply to the aforementioned Fang Jiaolin, wife of the Hang-
zhou prefect, Ding began by relating her recent displacement and sickness (to be discussed 
below) that prevented her from visiting Fang’s residence in Hangzhou during her brief stop-
over there. After a conventional salutation, Ding addressed Fang’s entreaty to entrust her 
chests to Ding for safekeeping:

I am honored by your request to safekeep the chests you have sent to me. Since we are good 
friends, I should certainly comply with your order. However, the local villagers are ignorant of 
the outside world like frogs in a well and have found my appearance unusual ever since I moved 
here; recently people have become more aware of impending danger, which I know is caused by 
the social unrest, so I keep a close eye on the situation. Fortunately, the local people are said to 
be honest and unassuming in nature and, thus, there is no need to worry about accidents. If your 
venerable household has only a couple of chests that you want to entrust to me, it should be fine 
for me to safekeep them; but if you have a lot of them, I am afraid that it is not very safe to keep 
them here as they will be conspicuous to the locals.
承囑寄存箱簏，叨在至好，自應遵命。但鄊愚蛙見，自妹抵庽以來，已形驚異；近日風
聲鶴唳，頗知爲避亂而來，未免留心窺測。所幸民俗素稱淳樸，或無意外之虞。尊處箱
簏，若果數事，尚可代存，多則俗目所視，恐併妹處亦難駐足矣。 76

Ding then suggested that Fang move back to her hometown or find lodging in nearby pre-
fectures, such as Jinhua 金華 or Yanzhou 嚴州, when Hangzhou seemed increasingly unsafe 
due to heavy attacks by the rebels in neighboring Jiangsu. While providing earnest sugges-
tions to keep Fang away from the turmoil and battles, Ding carefully maintained an unpreten-

70. Ding, SGXCD, 283.
71. Ding, SGXCD, 274–75.
72. See, e.g., Meyer-Fong, What Remains, 6, 66, 191.
73. Xiaowei Zheng, “Loyalty, Anxiety, and Opportunism: Local Elite Activism during the Taiping Rebellion in 

Eastern Zhejiang, 1851–1864,” Late Imperial China 30.2 (2009): 49.
74. Ding, SGXCD, 283.
75. Ding, SGXCD, 274, 277, 278.
76. Ding, SGXCD, 281.
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tious tone by describing her suggestions as “my limited views” 管見 (lit., “view through a 
tube”), hoping that Fang would not misunderstand her honest words. 77

Ding received a similar request from an aunt (bomu 伯母) to safekeep fourteen chests 
without advance notice. She appeared a little overwhelmed and reluctant to accept them; 
nevertheless, she relented and used courteous words to assure her aunt that her chests would 
be safe:

Right now, many people from two other places in this province have come here to seek tempo-
rary refuge. People of this desolate countryside are like frogs in a well, and rumors have been 
circulating recently. I am worried day and night [emphasis mine] and do not know whether 
to stay or to leave. Now, suddenly, so many chests have been sent to me [from you], which I 
received with considerable trepidation. [I decided to keep them for you because] I fear there are 
other uncertain situations along the route. If I send them back by the same courier, it is not easy 
to transport them back and forth under such formidable circumstances. I will keep them upstairs 
for now. Once you, my gracious aunt, settle down in a new place, you can send a reliable person 
to take them back. There is no need to worry too much since this is still a peaceful place. Since 
I, your niece, treat your possessions as my own, how can I transfer them to other places? This 
should be self-evident [if you] could kindly consider (lit., “bend down to inspect”) the above 
reasons.
適有省中兩處移來僑寓，荒村蛙見，日來頗有謠言，正在日夕愁慮，去住兩難。今忽發
到多箱，殊爲惶悚，毅然代存，惟恐設有他變，若交原使帶回，值此時艱，往返實非易
易。姑且代存樓上，一俟慈駕遷移定所，即祈差妥人取去，庶可放心，此地如信樂土。
姪女之物，豈肯轉存他處？以此俯察，當可不言而喻矣。 78

Ding used an honorific term of address for senior women, “gracious lady” (cijia 慈駕), and 
an honorific addressee-elevating verbal form, “bend down to inspect” (fucha 俯察), to show 
respect for her aunt. These two accounts reflect the untoward requests that a matriarch might 
receive from her seniors in terms of either rank or age and how she was expected to handle 
them with tact and circumspection.

While a comparison of Ding’s letters pertinent to the civil war reveals her growing con-
cern about the escalating crisis, from “no cause for worry” to worrying “day and night,” her 
epistolary records sound rather undramatic when compared with the traumatic descriptions in 
poems by contemporary literary women. 79 This difference was in no small part determined 
by the increasing severity of the war. Even in disquieting circumstances, Ding maintained 
a sense of politeness and propriety, as elite ladies were expected to do, by applying self-
deprecatory rhetoric in letters, such as “my limited views,” and demonstrating her commit-
ment to assist ladies within her capacity so that they could weather this crisis together. These 
letters show how Ding, a matriarch of an elite family, was sensitive to the political dynamics, 
working hand in hand with her husband to seek upward mobility and protecting their family 
in a troubling time. While Hangzhou, the capital of Zhejiang, was not taken by rebels until 
1861, 80 Ding took precautionary measures in 1853 by leading women and children of her 
family away from the political hotspot, traveling south to the remote countryside of Zhejiang 

77. Ding, SGXCD, 282.
78. Ding, SGXCD, 283.
79. See, e.g., Grace Fong, “Signifying Bodies: The Cultural Significance of Suicide Writings by Women in 

Ming–Qing China,” Nan Nü: Men, Women, and Gender in Early and Imperial China 3.1 (2001): 105–42; Kang-i 
Sun Chang, “Women’s Poetic Witnessing: Late Ming and Late Qing Examples,” in Dynastic Crisis and Cultural 
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MA: Harvard Univ. Asia Center, 2005), 504–22; Mann, Talented Women; Xiaorong Li, Women’s Poetry of Late 
Imperial China: Transforming the Inner Chamber (Seattle: Univ. of Washington Press, 2012), 115–44.

80. For an account of the battles in Hangzhou, see Guo, Taiping tianguo shishi rizhi, 832–40.
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and finally sheltering in Fujian. Moreover, she built supportive networks among elite wives 
by sharing her opinions or offering immediate help, such as safekeeping others’ possessions. 
Ding lost her husband and other close relatives to the Taiping assault, but her responses to 
crises tell a more revealing story beyond the narratives of victimhood and suffering.

letters about personal health: pleasantries, propriety,  
and reproduction

Ding’s inquiries about the health of her correspondents and reports on the health of her 
own family constitute a major proportion of her correspondence, providing epistolary records 
of literary women’s experience with illness that is usually missing from medical treatises, 
and as evidenced by poetic records of women as well. 81 Most of these health-related mes-
sages are brief, primarily functioning as pleasantries. Nevertheless, Ding used different terms 
and phrases depending on the occasion and addressee. Furthermore, in some cases Ding 
seems to be using the narratives of her illness to convey a sense of social propriety. More 
subtly, Ding’s attention toward personal health was part of the patriarchal institutions of 
concubinage and preference for sons. As I will demonstrate, many of Ding’s formulaic terms 
of physical wellbeing were associated with the reproductive capacity of women, particularly 
for producing male heirs. In the interest of clarity, Ding’s health inquiries and reports will be 
discussed using the above three categories, though it should be noted that these categories 
are neither mutually exclusive nor exhaustive.

Usual Pleasantries
Among Ding’s health inquiries, pleasantries operating with the word “body” (ti 體) stand 

out, as seen in Table 1.
Ding tended to use “jade body,” an expression that suggests “fragile health,” when she 

was worried about the health of younger correspondents. 82 This word is seen in her letters 
addressed to Yang Meigao (the close relationship between Ding and Yang will be discussed 
in the next section), her fifth younger sister, and her maternal granddaughter. The use of 
“jade body” is noticeable compared to another expression, “venerable body.” 83 This word 
is only seen in her letters to Mrs. Chen, the wife of the Minister of Justice, to whom Ding 
wrote two letters. This suggests that Ding based her word choice on the status of her cor-
respondents. Although Mrs. Chen was younger, she was Ding’s social superior, which may 
explain why Ding used a more respectful expression.

Ding also referenced the body when reporting her own condition, using ti as well as qu 
軀. She tended to use the latter word in a self-deprecatory way when reporting on her health 
out of decorum:

81. On how women of late imperial China wrote poems to record their “experience of illness as an alternative 
space and temporality in their more sedentary existence within the sphere of domestic life,” see Grace S. Fong, 
“Writing and Illness: A Feminine Condition in Women’s Poetry of the Ming and Qing,” in The Inner Quarters and 
Beyond: Women Writers from Ming through Qing, ed. Grace S. Fong and Ellen Widmer (Leiden: Brill, 2010), 30.

82. For the implication of the “jade body,” see Jie Shi, Modeling Peace: Royal Tombs and Political Ideology in 
Early China (New York: Columbia Univ. Press, 2020), 33.

83. For the usage of “venerable body” in Wang Xizhi’s letters, see Antje Richter and Chace Charles, “The 
Trouble with Wang Xizhi: Illness and Healing in a Fourth-Century Chinese Correspondence,” T’oung Pao 103.1–3 
(2017): 69.
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My weak body is doing more or less well, and my recent condition is as usual.
孱軀粗適，近狀如常。 84

My stubborn body is old but sound, so I am still able to endure hard work.
頑軀老健，尚可耐勞。 85

84. Ding, SGXCD, 236.
85. Ding, SGXCD, 267.

Table 1

Pages Health Inquiries about the Addressee’s “Body” Addressee
218 Your venerable body pressed forward with haste over river and 

land, so it is inevitably exhausted. When you arrive, rest your 
heart and spirit, which I assume would make you sleep in peace 
at night. 尊體馳驅水陸，未免過勞。到後靜息心神，夜臥諒
能安枕。

Mrs. Chen, 
wife of the 
Minister of 

Justice 
大司寇陳

夫人

220 How is your venerable body? At night, can you gradually settle 
down to sleep? 尊體何如？入夜漸能安臥否?

221 [I heard that] Sun Lang [an unknown male] boarded a boat after 
he has recovered. Is his body’s qi as robust as before? 孫郎痊後
登舟，體氣如前結實否？

228–
29

Preparations for [your husband’s] assumption of [his] new office 
need to be orchestrated by you, my younger sister. I can imagine 
the hard work. How is your jade body? I cannot stop being 
concerned about you. 料理赴任，諸須吾妹主持，勞勩可以想
見。未知玉體何如？不勝馳系。

Yang Meigao 
楊渼皋

(courtesy 
name Wanhui 
婉蕙, d. ca. 

1884)

230 [I] heard that your husband’s blessed body has recovered. [I am] 
very happy. 知妹丈褔體已經復元，尤爲欣忭。

267 [I] know your jade body is not feeling comfortable. 知玉體違
和。

235 My younger sister, your jade body is weak with excessive 
phlegm. Has the quality of your sleep and appetite improved 
recently? 吾妹玉體痰多質弱，近未知眠食勝常否?

Sunlan, 
Ding’s fifth 

younger 
sister 蓀蘭

五妹

291–
92

[I] know your jade body is weaker than before, which is why 
you are not pregnant. 知玉體較弱於前，以致華而不實。 Wen qing, 

Ding’s 
maternal 

granddaugh-
ter 外孫女

溫卿

293 [I] recently heard that your jade body has recovered and that 
you, according to a divination, are expecting a son. 近聞玉體已
經復元，並占再索。

293 [I] wonder if Songfen’s pregnant body is doing well? 誦芬妊體
想好？
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In a letter to the aforementioned senior Mrs. Qing, Ding described herself as a “humble 
body” 賤軀. 86 These descriptors can also be found in letters of Ding’s contemporaries, such 
as Zeng Guofan 曾國藩 (1811–1872), 87 whose family letters gained wide currency and were 
published as models for emulation. 88

In contrast, Ding’s usage of ti was followed by an elaboration of her weakness and sick-
ness:

My body is weak and often sick. In recent years, it has become more difficult [for my body] to 
hold up. I lost the sight in my right eye, and I am unable to hold my brush. I am also experienc-
ing paralysis on one side of my body. My hair is getting grey, and my vision is becoming blurred, 
which are truly signs of aging.
姊體弱多病，近年益不可支，右目失明，已不能握管，併有偏廢之狀。而髪蒼蒼，而視
茫茫，真是桑榆景逼。 89

In her fifties, Ding suffered nagging illnesses. She shared more symptoms in other letters, 
including “the serious illness of my feet makes it very difficult to walk” and “my hands 
are swelling, my tongue is painful, I cannot speak clearly, and all these become worse at 
night.” 90 To nurse her body back to health, Ding took Korean ginseng, a valuable commod-
ity known for its medical efficacy. 91 Ding’s regular consumption of ginseng reflects its wide 
circulation in Jiangnan during the nineteenth century, 92 when “warm-factor disorders” (wen-
bing 溫病) emerged as a distinctly Jiangnan-centered medical diagnosis. 93 While it remains 
unknown whether Ding was familiar with the emerging ideology of “delicate southerners,” 
she used various terms for nourishing one’s weak body, including zhentiao 珍調, zhenwei 珍
衛, weishe 衛攝, tiaoshe 調攝, and tiaoli 調理.

Social Propriety
While most of the time Ding narrated illness “to share afflictions and worries and to 

extend sympathy,” 94 she sometimes used her condition to arouse the correspondent’s sense 
of social propriety. In a letter to a younger female relative, for example, Ding shared her 
maladies before requesting help:

My vision is blurred, and my wrists are painful. My hair is greying at the temples, and my form 
is aging by the day, which truly makes me want to mock myself. Not a day passes without me 
cooking medicine on the stove. However, Korean ginseng is scarce in central Zhejiang, so I am 
thinking of asking you, my virtuous younger sister, to purchase one catty for me. I will repay 
you altogether for the trouble [my request will cause] to your tranquil mind.

86. Ding, SGXCD, 259.
87. Zeng Guofan quan ji 曾國藩全集 (Changsha: Yuelu shushe, 2011), 22: 674, 31: 355, 407.
88. For an introduction to Zeng’s letters, see Kádár, Historical Chinese Letter Writing, 31–70.
89. Ding, SGXCD, 216. For two similar letters narrating Ding’s weak and sick body, see SGXCD, 219, 232.
90. Ding, SGXCD, 274, 293.
91. Seonmin Kim, Ginseng and Borderland: Territorial Boundaries and Political Relations between Qing Chi-

na and Chosŏn Korea, 1636–1912 (Berkeley: Univ. of California Press, 2017).
92. Chiang Chushan (Jiang Zhushan) 蔣竹山, “Fei shen buzhi, fu bi wanquan: Qingdai Jiangnan de renshen 

yaoyong yu buyao wenhua chutan” 非參不治，服必萬全: 清代江南的人參藥用與補藥文化初探, in Zhongguo 
shehui lishi pinglun 中國社會歷史評論, ed. Chang Jianhua 常建華 (Tianjin: Tianjin guji chubanshe, 2007), 8: 
114–27.

93. Marta Hanson, “Robust Northerners and Delicate Southerners: The Nineteenth-Century Invention of a 
Southern Medical Tradition,” Positions 6.3 (1998): 515–50.

94. For an analysis of a similar role of illness narratives in the letters of Wang Xizhi 王羲之 (303–361), see 
Richter and Chace, “Trouble with Wang Xizhi,” 57.
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姊目花腕痛，兩鬢蒼蒼，老態日增，殊堪自笑。無日不與藥爐爲伍。而高麗參浙中甚
少，欲懇賢妹代買一觔。有費清神，統容圖報。 95

In the above case, Ding’s mockery of her own illness and “aging form” 老態 helped create 
a rhetorical space in which she could unburden herself in exchange for making it easier for 
her to request aid. 96

In other cases, Ding’s health problems prevented her from meeting people, and she 
excused herself in a delicate way. For example, in her letter to Fang Jiaolin, wife of the 
Hangzhou prefect, Ding explained:

Because I have been pestered by sickness and had difficulty walking, I was unable to visit you. 
. . . The two young [sickness demons] 97 have caused me troubles: I have not recovered from 
my foot ailment; moreover, recently my children contracted a disease [that requires my atten-
tion]. That we cannot meet and have our wishes fulfilled is the result of Heaven’s influence, not 
because I can bear to disappoint my confidantes.
祗因病魔纏擾，步履艱難，未能趨候。 . . . 二豎相侵，不特足疾未瘥，近更兒女患瘧，以
致重來之約，有願難償，天實爲之，非妹忍違知已也。 98

Around the same time, Ding also expressed her “apology” (qian 歉) and “pity” (chang 悵) 
for not being able to meet other ladies due to her “foot ailment,” “old illness” (jiuyang 舊恙) 
and “rheumatic pains” (fengshi 風濕). 99 These narratives of illness attributed Ding’s absence 
to uncontrollable factors such as “the influence of Heaven” that would solicit understand-
ing and empathy from her addressees. Therefore, they should be read as part of epistolary 
etiquette, rather than as random complaints.

Reproductive Concern
Ding’s constant concerns about patrilineal succession in her letters might be the result of 

her painful experience of losing young male family members (see Table 2). As mentioned 
earlier, Ding lost an elder brother in her childhood; she lost her eldest son (1836–1850) and 
a recently married maternal grandson in the 1850s. 100 Although the crowded household was 
stressful to manage, Ding yearned for her husband’s concubines to give birth to sons, which 
would enable her to consolidate the prestige of social motherhood while displacing the risks 
of biological motherhood onto subordinate women of her household who were also sexually 
available to her husband. 101

Not long after the family’s move to Xiushui, one of Yang’s concubines gave birth to their 
ninth child, a healthy baby boy, to Ding’s delight. 102 To ensure that the baby would be in 
robust health, Ding hired a woman to help with the concubine’s breastfeeding (it seems that 

95. Ding, SGXCD, 237.
96. Other terms relevant to aging include shuaitui 衰頽, shuailao 衰老, shuaimai 衰邁, and shuaisa 衰颯.
97. An allusion to the Zuo Tradition (Zuo zhuan 左傳, Cheng 10). See Stephen Durrant, Wai-yee Li, and David 

Schaberg, trs., Zuo Tradition: Commentary on the “Spring and Autumn Annals” (Seattle: Univ. of Washington 
Press, 2016), 787.

98. Ding, SGXCD, 280–81.
99. Ding, SGXCD, 275, 276–77, 284.
100. It is not clear if Yang’s eldest son was born by Ding or his concubine, see Yang, XWZCG, 413, 501; Ding, 

SGXCD, 286–87.
101. Matthew H. Sommer, “Abortion in Late Imperial China: Routine Birth Control or Crisis Intervention?” 

Late Imperial China 31.2 (2010): 115; Francesca Bray, Technology and Gender: Fabrics of Power in Late Imperial 
China (Berkeley: Univ. of California Press, 1997), 335–68.

102. Ding, SGXCD, 216.
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the concubine gave birth to another boy later). 103 Another concubine gave birth to a son in 
the winter of the same year in accordance with Ding’s wishes; unfortunately, this newborn 
died shortly after. Ding grieved for his death, describing it as truly regrettable, and attributed 
the baby’s premature death to this concubine’s sick and weak body during her pregnancy. 104

That Ding often shared earnest instructions on physical wellbeing with less experienced 
recipients is a feature that lies beyond customary epistolary formulae. One of the instruc-
tions, for example, was for a young lady whose weak body led to her recent miscarriage: 
“Although daily life is not different from before, [the young lady] should pay attention to 

103. Ding, SGXCD, 230, 238.
104. Ding, SGXCD, 252, 264.

Table 2

Pages Ding’s Concerns about Patrilineal Succession 
216 This spring, the third concubine gave birth to a healthy and strong boy, which is 

a cause for joy. 今春第三姬人得生一子，亦尚茁壯可喜。

230 The newborn boy is very healthy and strong. The only issue is that [the mother] 
does not have adequate milk. Now [I] have hired a woman for assistance. 新生
小兒，頗爲茁壯。惟乳哺不足，現已僱媼帮貼。

236 The newborn ninth boy is very robust. 新生九兒，甚爲結實。

238 The newborn ninth boy is breastfed and in robust health. 新生九兒，乳哺結
實。

243 Fortunately, the two children are healthy and strong. The second concubine is 
pregnant, so our household might have another baby boy this winter. 所幸兩兒
結壯，二妾懷妊，冬間或可再得一男。

244 The pregnant body of the concubine, Lian, is weak, and she often has minor ill-
nesses. She expects to be confined next month. I hope we can have another boy 
and manage her health to make her strong and healthy. 蓮姫妊身孱弱，時抱微
疴，出月計可免身。所盼再得一雄，或可調理強健也。

252 The second concubine, Little Lian, delivered a boy last month. However, she 
was often ill during her pregnancy. The premature death of the baby is truly 
regrettable. 次姬小蓮月前分娩一子，無如胎前多病，生而不育，殊爲可
惜。

264 The second concubine, Little Lian, is weak and often ill. She gave birth to a 
boy last month. The weak nature of her body caused the premature death of the 
baby, which is truly regrettable. 次姬小蓮體弱病多，月前一索得男，終以先
天過虧，生而不育，殊可惜也。

274 Besides, the ministrant concubine will deliver soon. My daughter wrote to 
explain that the village is isolated and that it is inconvenient to get things done 
there, and suggested that the two concubines and children should stay in the 
capital to receive medical care. 又緣侍姬分娩在即。女兒書來，備述村居荒
僻，諸事不便，當將兩妾母子，留省調治。

285 The third concubine delivered a boy on the nineteenth day of this month. Both 
mother and son are safe. 三妾於十九日又生一子，大小平安。
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nourishing her body and avoid coldness.” 105 This concern about post-miscarriage vulner-
ability echoed the longstanding belief that deemed coldness as a main cause of disease and 
childlessness. 106 In a letter to her maternal granddaughter whose “jade body” was not yet 
pregnant, Ding instructed:

You should pay attention to improving your constitution in order to give birth to a boy again, 
satisfying the expectations of your parents-in-law. This is why I, though being far away from 
you, burn incense and pray day and night.
切宜加意衛攝，方能再卜熊占，以慰堂上含飴之望。此則逺人所昕夕焚禱者耳。 107

Ding’s solicitousness about improving one’s health for the purpose of bearing sons, which 
also appears in other letters, 108 echoed her own concerns about her husband’s concubines 
giving birth to male heirs to continue the family line.

An implicit example of Ding’s estimation of a woman’s potential to bear sons is reflected 
in her letter to her younger brother, a magistrate who was waiting for Ding to send Liangui, 
her maidservant for five years, to be his concubine. 109 Since the spring of 1853, Liangui’s 
ill health—her constant relapses and contraction of malaria—compelled Ding to consider 
delaying the transfer of Liangui to her brother’s household. Restoring Liangui’s health first 
would benefit both Liangui and her brother, since he would have expected Liangui to pro-
duce male heirs. Quoting a physician’s saying, “a protracted sickness begets the vacuity of 
one’s body” 病久本虛, Ding emphasized vacuity as a major cause of difficult childbirth. 110 
Although Ding desired to provide Liangui with a rest-cure under her care, she had to send 
Liangui immediately to her younger brother upon his request. Probably concerned that her 
brother might not take Liangui’s weak body into account, Ding requested that he show ten-
der solicitude toward Liangui by describing Liangui as “ignorant of everything and dull in 
nature” 諸事未諳，質性差鈍, a rhetorical pattern of deprecating her acts of generosity that 
I will discuss later. She also implored him to be kind and tolerant should Liangui act against 
his wishes (zhi 旨), using a term referring to orders issued by the emperor to show her 
respect for her brother. Ding proceeded to describe Liangui’s physique and countenance by 
invoking literary and historical references and thus demonstrated her mastery of epistolary 
techniques. Her reference to the “bony frame” (shougu 瘦骨), a standard trope for writing 
about the condition of illness in women’s poetry in late imperial China, 111 conveyed a sense 
of feebleness and emaciation to raise her brother’s sympathy. To underscore the “homely and 
weathered” (qiaocui 蕉萃) look of Liangui, she applied the allusion of “the ladies of Ji and 
Jiang” (Ji Jiang 姬姜), a reference to women of noble families. 112 This rhetorical device was 
probably meant tactfully to remind her brother to take care of Liangui as if she was a genteel 
lady rather than merely a low-class maid, a solicitation she did not see fit to ask explicitly. 

105. Ding, SGXCD, 222.
106. Yi-Li Wu, Reproducing Women: Medicine, Metaphor, and Childbirth in Late Imperial China (Berkeley: 

Univ. of California Press, 2010), 143.
107. Ding, SGXCD, 292.
108. See, e.g., Ding, SGXCD, 216, 222, 284.
109. Ding, SGXCD, 277–80.
110. Vacuity of maternal qi was considered harmful since maternal depletion could make the child who drew its 

vitality from the mother too weak to rotate inside her womb. See Wu, Reproducing Women, 162.
111. On “sick bones” (binggu 病骨) and “thin bones” (shougu 瘦骨), see Fong, “Writing and Illness,” 34.
112. This allusion is from a now lost poem in the Shijing that was quoted in Zuo Tradition (Cheng 9): “Even if 

you have the ladies of Ji and Jiang, do not abandon the homely and weathered ones.” See Durrant, Li, and Schaberg, 
Zuo Tradition, 783. For this allusion in the poems of Ding’s contemporaries, see, e.g., Jerry D. Schmidt, The Poet 
Zheng Zhen (1806–1864) and the Rise of Chinese Modernity (Leiden: Brill, 2013), 674.
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To persuade her brother to nourish Liangui’s health, Ding further cited the well-known story 
of Zhaoyun 朝雲, who served Su Shi 蘇軾 (1037–1101) as his concubine for nearly twenty 
years and accompanied him to Lingnan when Su was exiled there. 113 Through her respectful 
tone to her brother and thoughtful consideration for her servant, Ding served as a social inter-
mediary who made use of her personal relationship to promote and support her maidservant, 
thus turning her letter into a sort of letter of reference. 114 These health reports and inquiries 
in Ding’s letters were often accompanied by gifts and food, which will be examined in the 
next section through Ding’s correspondence with the wives of her husband’s associates.

letters concerning friendship: gifts and poems
The politicization of women’s correspondence has been a major theme in studies of 

women’s letter writing in Western academia. Such studies “use letters to locate the different 
forms of women’s power and influence within the family, locality and occasionally within 
a wider political scene.” 115 Traditional interpretations of English female letter-writing dur-
ing the Tudor period as merely domestic, parochial, and nonpolitical have recently been 
questioned and have given way to emerging views that “women’s letters in general display 
an awareness of the intricacies of the politics of language” and that “female letter-writers 
were well equipped to marshal the weapons of codes of deference and social courtesy in 
their wide-ranging and diverse correspondences.” 116 Ding’s letters enable us to investigate 
whether a similar politics of language existed in Chinese women’s correspondence, given 
that she corresponded with wives of her husband’s superior associates, and that her linguistic 
register was appropriately refined as befitting the educated wife of an official. The epistolary 
exchange between Ding Shanyi and Yang Meigao is a case in point of how female friendship 
exerted potential sociopolitical influence, given that Yang’s husband was the superior offi-
cial of Ding’s husband and therefore had a direct influence on the career of Ding’s husband 
through recommendations for his promotion. 117

Gifts
To minimize a sense of gross materialism, references to gifts in classical Chinese letters 

would follow certain formulae. A general rhetorical technique was to describe the gifts sent 
by the addressees as generous and valuable and to play down the letter writer’s own gifts as 
inadequate and worthless, as manifested in Ding’s letters to Yang. For example, Ding sent 
various embroideries when Yang’s grandson was born and referred to them as “celery of 
mine” (qinsi 芹私), a variant of “celery offering” (qinxian 芹獻), a term that was often used 
by gift-givers to express respect and humility. 118 In letters sent to celebrate Yang’s birthday 
and the Mid-Autumn Festival, Ding referred to her own gifts as “trifling objects” (weiwu 微

113. Ronald Egan, Word, Image, and Deed in the Life of Su Shi (Cambridge, MA: Harvard Univ. Press, 1994), 
214, 328, 376, 426.

114. For the definition of letters of request and recommendation, see, e.g., Charles Bazerman, “Letters and the 
Social Grounding of Differentiated Genres,” in Letter Writing as a Social Practice, ed. David Barton and Nigel Hall 
(Philadelphia: John Benjamins, 1999), 19; W. Webster Newbold, “Traditional, Practical, Entertaining: Two Early 
English Letter Writing Manuals,” Rhetorica 26.3 (2008): 276.

115. James Daybell, ed., Early Modern Women’s Letter Writing, 1450–1770 (Houndmills: Palgrave, 2001), 13.
116. Daybell, Women Letter-Writers in Tudor England, 31.
117. Yang received the most letters (nine in total) in Ding’s collection, see SGXCD, 221–31, 263–68.
118. This term alludes to an anecdote in the Liezi 列子 about a man who was embarrassed when some impor-

tant people rejected his recommendations of foods he liked, including broad beans, nettle-hemp seeds, celery, and 
southernwood shoots. See A. C. Graham, tr., The Book of Lieh-tzu (London: J. Murray, 1961), 155.
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物), another common self-deprecatory term. On the other hand, Yang’s gifts were referred 
to as “elegant bestowals” (yakuang 雅貺), “precious gifts” (zhenxi 珍錫), “precious goods” 
(zhenpin 珍品), or praised as “extremely intricate” (jiwei jingqiao 極爲精巧).

Yang responded to this rhetoric in her poems by praising the particularly fat and delec-
table clams Ding sent from Yuhuan 玉環, an independent subprefecture on the coast of 
southern Zhejiang, and by noting how the rare delicacy from Ding made children laugh and 
talk cheerfully. 119 Apart from writing poems in her letters of gratitude, Yang seized every 
chance to send Ding gifts when carriers, either servants or acquaintances, were available.

Ding and Yang’s sisterly bonds were deepened through the custom of gift making and 
giving, which was also “a critical part of female sodality, communication, and experience” 
in early modern Britain. 120 More subtly, their exchange of gifts also connected two official 
families in a way that acknowledged the “rules of propriety” and the “gesture of reciproca-
tion” in accordance with the parameters of age, rank, and gender. 121

Poems
In addition to gifts, the exchange of poems is another noteworthy topic in Ding’s letters 

to Yang. It was common for women to exchange poems in their letters, but these letters 
were often excluded when women’s poems were published. 122 The rare preservation of both 
Ding’s letters and two poems in Shuanggui xuan allows for a preliminary investigation into 
the role of educated women in strengthening their husbands’ networking during the late 
imperial period.

In one of her poems to Yang, Ding expressed a sense of reminiscence and longing as 
well as her admiration for Yang’s poetic talent. She allusively commended Yang’s poems 
as superior to hers: “I am ashamed that my writing is not comparable to yours, as stone is 
not comparable to jade” 自媿碔砆難並玉; therefore, she looked forward to receiving more 
“excellent verses” 佳句 from Yang. 123 The reference to poetry followed the same rule as 
that for describing gifts: valorizing others while deprecating oneself. Apart from the above 
comparison between “stone” and “jade,” Ding also diminished her own poetry as “grain husk 
and blighted grain” 糠粃, a metaphorical term for trivial and useless things, to highlight the 
quality of Yang’s poems as “pearl and jade” 珠玉. The same rhetorical technique was used 
in the following letter to Yang:

You, my younger sister, are enjoying life in your native place [in Fujian]. The tip of your brush 
must have captured the spectacle, and [I imagine that] you collected the unusual scenes in Li 
Mountain [in Fujian], improving the purity and elegance of your writings day by day. I wonder 
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if you have gathered more poetic materials in your pocket? 124 Compared to the refined pleasure 
of the elegant person, this superficial person is mundane and vulgar. The difference between us is 
as tremendous as that between the immortal and the ordinary. If you could kindly send me some 
excellent pieces, I will see the pearl and jade in front of me. . . . 
因思吾妹夫人，梓鄉頤養，筆鋒攬勝，梨嶺採奇，清興日增，未識奚囊中又添幾許
詩料？雅人深致，以視鄙人之塵俗，萬斛若判仙凡。倘蒙惠寄佳章，不啻珠玉在前
矣。. . .  125

The idiom “the pearl and jade in front” refers to having the honor of being in the company 
of outstanding persons, so it is often used to imply self-deprecation in letters. 126 Moreover, 
Ding referred to Yang as an “elegant person,” an allusion from Book of Poetry (Shijing 詩經), 
while degrading herself as a “superficial person.” 127 The overall effect is to create multiple 
types of comparison in a short passage.

More overt political awareness is manifested in Ding’s correspondence through her 
comments on the official career of Liang Gongchen, Yang’s husband. A fact that requires 
attention here is that Ding’s husband tended to maintain close contact with officials through 
poetry exchange, as mentioned above. Unfortunately, Yang’s husband was not interested in 
poetry. 128 As such, the friendship between Ding and Yang would have been considered, at 
least partially, to be a complement and extension of the comradeship between their husbands. 
One of Ding’s two poems attached to her letter begins with a line that indicated Liang’s 
recent post in Shaoxing 紹興, a city in fertile, scenic, and sophisticated northeastern Zhe-
jiang. 129 Reading Ding’s letters to Yang as a whole, these two poems probably served to 
congratulate Liang on his promotion. In a prior letter, Ding said to Yang that Liang’s removal 
from his office in Wuxing 吳興 (in Zhejiang) was disappointing, and she comforted Yang 
by quoting a well-known Chinese proverb suggesting that the loss was not necessarily a bad 
thing (saiweng shima 塞翁失馬) as every cloud has a silver lining, and that Liang deserved 
a better position. 130

It is plausible that letters sent from Ding, either to congratulate or to console Yang, could 
also have served a second purpose as messages from Ding’s husband to Yang’s husband, his 
superior. Similarly, Yang was often apprised by Ding of updates on the official appointments 
of Ding’s husband and son-in-law, which were also communicated in Ding’s letters to Mrs. 
Qing. 131 From this point of view, the literary correspondence between elite wives like Ding 
and Yang, whether for political purposes or not, contributed to the official networking of their 
husbands. 132

While it is necessary to uncover the political dynamics behind the literary correspondence 
between Ding and Yang, their friendship should not be considered as merely serving their hus-
bands’ careers and social standing. Poems and letters foreground the emotional bond between 
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Ding and Yang and imbue their relationship with meaning and weight. Ding expressed her 
“endless grief of parting” 無限離情 in one of her poems and her wish of meeting up with 
Yang to “continue previous happiness” 前歡再續 in one of her letters. 133 Their similarities, 
including social backgrounds, literary interest, and life experiences, enabled them to easily 
forge an emotional bond. Leading an itinerant life due to the constant transfers of their hus-
bands who were officeholders, Ding and Yang shared deep concerns about an unstable life 
and uncertain future. Therefore, the literary exchange could be regarded as relief from the 
problems that they were facing and a source of happiness for both of them. Apart from their 
shared role as the wives of officials, they were solicitous mothers. Moreover, Yang was the 
godmother (jimu 寄母) of Ding’s daughter, Dixiang, and often asked about Dixiang’s situa-
tion in her letters to Ding. 134 Correspondingly, Ding also inquired about the safety of Yang’s 
eldest son during the Taiping rebels’ siege. There was much mutual sympathy between them, 
as Ding related: “As for our ardent waiting for our children, we truly sympathize with each 
other (tongqing 同情).” 135 As this example illustrates, the literary exchange served as an 
outlet where they could share their inner anxieties to gain emotional support from each other.

According to Antje Richter’s study of letters from early medieval China, it is unproduc-
tive to assume that “pure” friendship is incompatible with the pursuit of personal or familial 
benefits because this assumption “confuses the establishment of an ideal with its realiza-
tion in social practice.” 136 The epistolary exchange between Ding Shanyi and her female 
associates showcases the compatibility of cultivating friendship while pursuing benefits for 
the family. Compared to poetry writing, letter writing was more flexible in style and, thus, 
allowed Ding to ventilate her sentiments. In her epistolary exchange with Yang, Ding indeed 
subscribed to certain epistolary formulae and employed many letter-writing commonplaces, 
but the rhetoric should not be merely reduced to cliché. Instead, the epistolary rhetoric was 
the embodiment of their family background and social status and, more importantly, enabled 
them to exert social power beyond the household domain to the sociopolitical arena.

conclusion
Shuanggui xuan is a unique literary collection for its preservation of forty-seven letters, 

written by one female writer during a tumultuous period in the nineteenth century. A close 
reading of these letters brings to the fore three main issues that Ding Shanyi repeatedly 
brought up: crises, health conditions, and the cultivation of friendship. Ding’s collection 
was likely representative of letters that were exchanged among gentlewomen since her cor-
respondents, mostly of Ding’s social status, would have been expected to reply in a similar 
manner. Unfortunately, we do not have any record of her correspondents’ letters to examine 
this further. The relatively large quantity of letters in Shuanggui xuan showcases educated 
women’s everyday letter writing through recurrence of certain mundane issues and rhetorical 
techniques, namely recurring motifs, images, allusions, and metaphors. In this sense, Ding’s 
collection provides a Chinese case of how elite women’s letters revealed levels of sophistica-
tion and erudition through which women looked to the epistolary genre to express themselves 
and demonstrate their mastery of language and rhetorical tradition. 137 Her correspondence 
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reflects the ways in which gentlewomen’s letters contextualize family and other relation-
ships, mirroring nineteenth-century Chinese social and gender hierarchies through modes of 
address, language, style, and tone.

The subsequent reprinting of Shuanggui xuan as an epistolary textbook for women also 
foregrounds it as a model for advanced readers. The allusive style of Ding’s letters conceiv-
ably increased the appeal of the textbook version among readers who were keen on learning 
the art of classical letter writing and the decorous expression of sociability when epistolary 
knowledge received growing attention in late Qing and Republican China. The literary merits 
of Shuanggui xuan probably extended to its male readers, too, as Rudolf Wagner surmises, 
since Ding applied many epistolary formulae in ways similar to contemporary male writers 
whose letters were also used for educational purposes, such as Zeng Guofan and Xu Jiacun, 
the author of the aforementioned Qiushui xuan chidu. These similarities suggest that the clas-
sic references and allusions used in Shuanggui xuan were not unique to female letter writing, 
although the subjects and terms of address in Ding’s collection were female-oriented.

In its entirety, Ding’s correspondence illustrates the breadth of social contacts that numer-
ous women of her status enjoyed, which were at times geographically far-flung and often 
extended well beyond her household and family. In her letters to wives of different imperial 
officials, Ding skillfully applied allusions that conveyed a sense of closeness, and, in some 
cases, she attached poems to strengthen her emotional bonds with her associates. More sub-
tly, the rhetorical devices of her letters were useful in building and maintaining alliances 
between families of imperial officials. By accompanying gifts and poems or sending inquiries 
and reports about health, letters played a pivotal role in the lives of elite wives. The potential 
function of gentlewomen’s letters in forming sociopolitical alliances blurred the boundaries 
of “inner” and “outer” space of gentry households, demonstrating the extent and capability 
of literary women’s sociability outside of the family. Gentlewomen like Ding, empowered by 
epistolary competency, engaged in the politics of their time and exerted an invisible but real 
influence on the social engagement and mobility of their husbands.




